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Description

FIELD OF INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a hydroform-
ing system which requires less capital investment to
achieve high pressure hydroforming of tubular parts. In
particular, the present invention relates to a replacement
for the conventional, separate "intensifier" system for
providing high internal pressures within the tubular
blank to be expanded.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Conventional hydroforming utilizes low pres-
sure hydroforming fluid feed from a supply tank to supply
hydroforming fluid for quick pre-filling of the tube blank
after the die cavities have closed on the tube but prior
to the axial cylinders engaging the tube blank into the
cavity. As a result, a separate intensifier is necessary
push the tube blank into the die cavity.
[0003] Such a hydroforming press is known from US
3,350,905. It comprises a tube-end engaging structure
movable to longitudinally compress a tubular blank, hy-
draulically driven by a dedicated pump and a hydrofor-
ming fluid supply system consisting of a low pressure
pump for pre-filling the tube blank, a high pressure pump
energizing a pressure multiplier and a conduit for ad-
ducting the hydroforming fluid from the external fluid
supply system to one tube-end engaging structure. The
high pressure pump further supplies pressure cylinders
by means of a balancing cylinder in order to compensate
the force applied by the pressurized hydroforming fluid
on the tube-end engaging structure from within the tube
blank. This system is not only costly, not the least by
employing three pumps, but it also needs a sophisticat-
ed control system for balancing the transient forces of
the hydroforming fluid within the tube blank and of the
tube-end engaging structure. Deficiencies of this control
system tend to either destroy the tube blank or loss of
hydroforming fluid where the tube-end engaging struc-
ture joins the tube blank, the latter leading to incomplete
deformation. A further drawback of this system resides
in the distance for adducting the highly pressurized hy-
droforming fluid from the immobile pump and pressure
multiplier to the longitudinally mobile tube-end engaging
structure and from there to the inside of the tube blank.
It is prown to leakage and limits the hydroforming pres-
sure.

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

[0004] The disadvantages of the prior art may be
overcome by providing an apparatus which uses the hy-
droforming fluid from a tank to supply a relatively smaller
amount of water to intensify the pressure within the tu-
bular blank after it is sealed and is ready to be expanded.
This smaller amount of water is supplied to a dual func-

tion cylinder used for pushing the tube blank into the die
cavity as well as intensifying the fluid pressure inside
the die cavity from one side of the tool. By replacing the
current intensifiers with a dual function cylinder that sup-
plies the hydraulic push to the tube blank and the inter-
nal fluid pressure for forming, the overall cost of the
equipment is reduced substantially.
[0005] In accordance with the present invention, wa-
ter is fed under relatively low pressure to side ram or
hydraulic cylinder assemblies which are used to expand
the tubular blank. The side ram assemblies utilize the
same hydraulic power source to exert the pressure that
is required to expand the tube as well as the pressure
that is required to force the opposite ends of the tube
inwardly to retain the desired wall thickness of the re-
sultant product. Thus, no separate intensifier is re-
quired.
[0006] The present invention preferably also utilizes
the same hydraulic power source to also apply the
downward pressure to an upper die structure when the
upper die structure is in ist lowered position to oppose
the internal die cavity pressure during tube pressuriza-
tion.
[0007] It is a further object of the present invention to
provide an apparatus for hydroforming a tubular metal
blank that comprises a die structure, a hydroforming flu-
id source, a hydraulically driven tube-end engaging
structure, a hydraulically driven pressure intensifying
structure, and a single hydraulic power source. The
tube-end engaging structure seals opposite ends of the
tubular metal blank in said die cavity and is movable to
longitudinally.
[0008] In accordance with the present invention, an
apparatus for hydroforming a tubular metal blank is pro-
vided, comprising a die structure, a hydroforming fluid
source, a hydraulically driven tube-end engaging struc-
ture, and a hydraulically driven pressure intensifying
structure. The die structure has an internal die surface
defining a die cavity. The die cavity is constructed and
arranged to receive the tubular metal blank. The hydro-
forming fluid source is disposed higher than the die cav-
ity, and is constructed and arranged to provide hydro-
forming fluid internally to the tubular metal blank under
the force of gravity. The hydraulically driven tube-end
engaging structure engages and substantially seal op-
posite ends of the tubular metal blank in the die cavity.
The tube-end engaging structure is movable to longitu-
dinally compress the tubular metal blank. The tube-end
engaging structure receives hydroforming fluid from the
hydroforming fluid source and has a hydroforming fluid
supplying outlet through which hydroforming fluid can
be provided to an interior of the tubular metal blank. The
hydraulically driven pressure intensifying structure is
movable in response to hydraulic fluid pressure to pres-
surize the hydroforming fluid provided to the interior of
the tubular metal blank and thereby expand a diameter
of the blank until an exterior surface of the tubular metal
blank generally conforms to that of the internal die sur-
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face. The hydraulically driven tube-end engaging struc-
ture is movable in response to hydraulic fluid pressure
to enable the tube-end engaging structure to longitudi-
nally compress the tubular metal blank and cause metal
material of the diametrically expanded tubular blank to
flow longitudinally inwardly in order to replenish a wall
thickness of the diametrically expanded tubular metal
blank and maintain the wall thickness thereof within a
predetermined range.
[0009] The resultant system is much less complex,
less cumbersome, and less expensive then convention-
ally known systems.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010]

Fig. 1 is a schematic view of a hydroforming press
apparatus in accordance with the principles of the
present invention;
Fig. 2 is a schematic view similar to that shown in
Fig. 1, but showing tube-end engaging structures
moved into engagement with the opposite ends of
the tube to be hydroformed;
Fig. 3 is a schematic cross-sectional view of the hy-
draulic side ram assemblies and the die structure in
accordance with the present invention;
Fig. 4 is a view similar to that shown in Fig. 3, but
showing the tube-end engaging structures of
moved into engagement with the opposite ends of
the tubular blank to be hydroformed;
Fig. 5 is a view similar to that shown in Fig. 4, with
the valve open to initiate pressurization of the tube
to be hydroformed;
Fig. 6 is a view similar to that shown in Fig. 5, but
showing the initial pressurization of the tube to be
hydroformed, and with the upper die structure in a
lowered position;
Fig. 7 is a view similar to that shown in Fig. 6, but
shows the full expansion of the tubular blank and
inward movement of the hydraulic side ram assem-
blies to maintain the wall thickness of the part being
formed;
Fig. 8 shows the subsequent step to that in Fig. 7
in which the outer rams are returned toward their
original position within the side ram assemblies af-
ter a hydroforming operation;
Fig. 9 is an enlarged schematic partial view of a sec-
ond embodiment of a hydroforming press apparatus
in accordance with the principles of the present in-
vention, and showing the press in the open position;
Fig. 10 is a schematic view of the complete hydro-
forming press apparatur partially embodied in Fig.
9, and showing the press in the open position;
Fig. 11 is a schematic view similar to that shown in
Fig. 10, but showing the press ram down and die
closed;
Fig. 12 is a schematic view similar to that shown in

Fig. 11, but showing the side cylinders engaged and
quick fill started;
Fig. 13 is a schematic view similar to that shown in
Fig. 12, but showing the side cylinders pushing in-
wardly on the tubular blank ends as fluid is being
pressurized;
Fig. 14 is a schematic view similar to that shown in
Fig. 13, but showing an expanded hydroformed
tube;
Fig. 15 is a schematic view similar to that shown in
Fig. 14, but showing the press ram up after compe-
tion of the hydroforming cycle; and
Fig. 16 is an enlarged longitudinal sectional view
generally depicting the die halves and laterally dis-
posed cylinders depicted in Fig. 15.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

[0011] As shown in Fig. 1, the hydroforming system
10 includes a hydroforming die structure 12, which in-
cludes an upper die portion 14 and a lower die portion
16. The lower die portion 16 is mounted on a rigid base
18.
[0012] As can be appreciated from Fig. 1, the upper
die portion 14 is carried by an upper hydraulic ram 20,
which controls vertical movement of the upper die por-
tion 14. More particularly, the upper ram 20 is hydrauli-
cally actuated to permit the weight of the die portion 14
to move the upper die portion 14 vertically downwardly
into cooperation with the lower die portion 16 at the be-
ginning of a hydroforming operation. In addition, after
the upper die portion 14 is lowered, the upper ram 20
applies a downward hydraulic force to the upper die por-
tion 14 to maintain the upper die portion 14 in coopera-
tive relation with the lower die portion 16 during high
pressure conditions formed within the die cavity be-
tween the upper and lower die portions 14,16.
[0013] A hydraulic pump assembly 22 is constructed
and arranged to provide hydraulic fluid under pressure
to the upper ram 20 via hydraulic fluid line 24 to meintain
the upper die portion 14 in cooperative relation with the
lower die portion against the opposing force created by
the high die cavity pressure conditions as aforesaid. A
servo valve 26 is disposed in the fluid line 24 to regulate
fluid flow between the hydraulic pump assembly 22 and
the upper ram 20.
[0014] The hydraulic pump assembly 22 is also con-
nected with a pair of side ram assemblies 28 and 30
disposed at opposite longitudinal ends of the die struc-
ture 12. The side ram assemblies 28,30 include respec-
tive ram housings 32 and 34, and respective tube-end
engaging structures 36 and 38. The tube-end engaging
structure 36 projects outwardly from the side ram hous-
ing 32, and the tube-end engaging structure 38 projects
outwardly from the side ram housing 34.
[0015] As shown in Fig. 2, the tube-end engaging
structure 36 is movable inwardly from the ram housing
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32 and into engagement and sealing relation with one
end of a tube T carried by the lower die portion 16. The
tube-end engaging structure 38 is movable inwardly
from the ram housing 34 and is constructed and ar-
ranged to engage and seal the opposite end of the tube
T. The tube-end engaging structure 36 will move inward-
ly and outwardly with respect to the ram housing 32
based upon hydraulic fluid provided to the side ram as-
sembly 28 by the hydraulic pump assembly 22 through
three separate hydraulic fluid lines 40, 42 and 44 as
shown. Servo valves 46, 48 and 50 are disposed in the
fluid lines 44, 42 and 40, respectively, for controlling fluid
flow between the pump assembly 22 and side ram as-
sembly 28.
[0016] In similar fashion, the side ram assembly 30 is
connected with the hydraulic pump assembly 22 for con-
trolled movement of the tube-end engaging structure 38.
The side ram assembly 30 is connected with the hydrau-
lic pump assembly 22 via three separate hydraulic fluid
lines 52, 54 and 56, as shown. Servo valves 58, 60 and
62 are disposed within the fluid lines 52, 54 and 56, re-
spectively, for controlling fluid flow between the pump
assembly 22 and side ram assembly 30.
[0017] The hydroforming apparatus 10 further in-
cludes an upper water tank 80 constructed and ar-
ranged to hold a prescribed amount of water. The water
tank 80 is connected via fluid line 82 to the tube-end
engaging structure 36 of side ram assembly 28. A servo
valve 84 is disposed in the fluid line 82 and controls wa-
ter flow into the tube-end engaging structure 36 when it
is engaged and sealed with the end of tube T. The tube-
end engaging structure 36 in turn supplies water to the
interior of tube T.
[0018] The hydroforming apparatus 10 further in-
cludes a lower water tank 90, which is connected to the
tube-end engaging structure 38 via water line 92. A ser-
vo valve 94 disposed in the water line 92 controls flow
of water from the tube-end engaging structure 38 to the
lower tank 90.
[0019] After the tube-end engaging structures 36, 38
are engaged with the opposite ends of the tube T as
shown in Fig. 2, valve 84 is opened, and water flows
from the upper tank 80, through tube-end engaging
structure 36, through the tube T and into the tube-end
engaging structure 38.
[0020] A drain line 96 is connected from the lower die
portion 16 to the lower tank 90. After a hydroforming op-
eration, the drain line 96 drains any remaining water in
the lower die portion 16 into the lower tank 90. A servo
valve 98 is disposed in the drain line 96 to control the
flow of water to the lower tank 90.
[0021] After a hydroforming operation, water captured
in the lower tank 90 is returned to the upper water tank
80 through return line 100. A simple positive displace-
ment water pump 102 is disposed in the return line 100
to pump the water from the lower tank 90 to the upper
water tank 80 through the return line 100. A servo valve
104 is disposed in the return line 100 to regulate the flow

of fluid from the lower tank 90 to the upper water tank 80.
[0022] The hydroforming apparatus 10 will now be de-
scribed in more detail in Fig. 3. As shown, the ram hous-
ing 32 of side ram assembly 28 houses the tube-end
engaging structure 36 and a pressure-intensifiying
structure 110. As shown, the tube-end engaging struc-
ture 36 comprises a main portion 112 and an end cap
114. More particularly, the main protion includes a tubu-
lar sleeve protion 116 and a radially outwardly extending
flange portion 118 extending radially outwardly from the
rearward end of the sleeve portion 116. The outer pe-
ripheral edge 119 of the flange protion 118 is disposed
in a slidably sealed relationship with a cylindrical inner
side surface 120 of the ram housing 32. Similarly, an
outer cylindrical surface 122 of the sleeve protion 116 is
disposed in sliding and sealed relation with a cooperat-
ing surface 128 generally defining an opening in the ram
housing 32 through which the tube-end engaging struc-
ture 36 projects.
[0023] The end cap 114 includes an annular flange
protion 130 bolted and sealed by virtue of appropriate
fasteners 132 to the circular distal end of the sleeve por-
tion 116, which is disposed outwardly of the ram housing
32. The end cap 114 further includes an elongated tu-
bular portion 134 integrally formed with the flange por-
tion 130 and extending axially in an outward direction
with respect to sleeve portion 116. The tubular portion
134 has a generally cylindrical exterior surface 136,
which is constructed and arranged to form a peripheral
seal with an arcuate upper die surface portion 138 of the
upper die portion 14 and an arcuate lower die surface
140 of the lower die portion 16 when the upper die por-
tion 14 is closed.
[0024] The end cap 114 terminates in a nozzle portion
144 which projects outwardly from the tubular portion
134. The nozzle portion 144 is substantially tubular in
shape, and is of a reduced outside diameter in compar-
ison with the tubular portion 134. A radially extending
annular flange portion 146 is disposed at the transition
between the tubular portion 134 and the nozzle portion
144. The flange portion 146 is constructed and arrangd
to engage in sealing relation with one end of a tube T
disposed in the die structure 12 during a hydroforming
operation. The nozzle portion 144 has a cylindrical ex-
terior surface 148 constructed and arranged to be re-
ceived within one end of the tube T. It may be preferable
for the surface 148 to form an interference fit with the
interior wall of the tube T at said one end.
[0025] A longitudinal bore 150 extends through the
end cap 114 and is constructed and arranged to com-
municate fluid from within the tube-end engaging struc-
ture 36 to the inner confines of the tube T.
[0026] The pressure intensifying structure 110 has a
generally disk-shaped base portion 160 having an an-
nular outer periphery disposed in a slidably sealed rela-
tionship with the inner surface 120 of the ram housing
32. A solid cylindrical intermediate block portion 162 is
integrally formed with base portion 160 and of de-
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creased diameter in comparison with the base portion
160. A solid cylindrical forward portion 164 is integrally
formed with intermediate portion 162 and is of de-
creased diameter in comparison with intermediate por-
tion 162. Forward portion 164 extends from the interme-
diate block portion 162 into the inner confines of the
sleeve portion 116 of the outer ram 36. The exterior sur-
face of forward portion 164 has a generally cylindrical
outer surface disposed in a slidably sealed relationship
with the generally cylindrical cooperating interior sur-
face of the sleeve portion 116.
[0027] At the transition between the forward portion
164 and the intermediate block portion 162 is a radially
extending annular flange surface 168. The flange sur-
face 168 serves as a rearward stop for the tube-end en-
gaging structure 36.
[0028] In Fig. 3, the tube-end engaging structure 36
and the pressure intensifying structure 110 are shown
in their rearward-most positions within the ram housing
32.
[0029] It should be appreciated that side ram assem-
bly 30 is substantially identical to side ram assembly 28,
with the exception of the connections to the lower tank
90 for the ram assembly 30 versus the connection to the
upper tank 80 for the ram assembly 28. Thus, in the fig-
ures, similar elements for the two ram assemblies 28
and 30 are given the same reference numerals.
[0030] Operation of the system will now be described.
As shown in Fig. 4, after the tube T is placed in the lower
die structure 16, servo valve 46 is opened and hydraulic
fluid is provided under pressure from the hydraulic pump
assembly 22 through the fluid line 44 into an intermedi-
ate chamber 170 generally between the flange portion
118 of tube-end engaging structure 36 and the base por-
tion 160 of pressure intensifying structure 110 in housing
32. Similarly, servo valve 62 is opened so that hydraulic
pump assembly 22 can provide hydraulic fluid through
fluid line 56 into the intermediate chamber 170 in side
ram assembly 30. When fluid is provided to the side ram
assemblies 28 and 30 in such a fashion, the tube-end
engaging structure 36 and 38 are moved inwardly to-
ward one another so that the flange portion 146 of each
engage and seal the opposite ends of the tube T.
[0031] Next, as shown in Fig. 5, servo valve 84 is
opened to permit water flow from the upper water tank
80 through fluid line 82 into a pressure intensifying
chamber 174 disposed within the confines of tube-end
engaging structure 36, between innermost end of pres-
sure intensifying structure 110 and the end cap 114. The
fluid travels through the bore 150 of the tube-end en-
gaging structure 36 into the tube T. and is subsequently
communicated through the bore 150 in the opposite out-
er ram 38 into the forward chamber 174 of the outer ram
38. During this process of filling the tube T, servo valve
94 is initially opened and hence permits fluid flow to the
lower tank 90. With this flow of fluid through the tube T,
substantially all air bubbles are purged from the tube T.
Subsequently, the servo valve 94 is closed and tube T

is pressurized to a predetermined extent.
[0032] As shown in Fig. 6, after the tube T is filled with
fluid, the upper die portion 14 is lowered onto the lower
die portion 16 to form a closed die cavity 190, preferably
having a boxed cross-sectional shape therebetween.
[0033] Upon lowering of the upper die portion 14, the
servo valve 84 connected with the tube-end engaging
structure 36 and the servo valves 94 connected with the
tube-end engaging structure 38 are closed. Subse-
quently, servo valves 48 and 60 are opened, and hy-
draulic fluid under pressure is provided by hydraulic
pump assembly 22 through the hydraulic lines 42 and
54 to pressurize rearward chambers 194 disposed rear-
wardly of pressure intensifying structures 110 of the as-
sociated side ram assemblies 28 and 30. The fluid pro-
vided within the rearward chambers 194 causes move-
ment of the pressure intensifying structures 110 inward-
ly toward one another so as to displace the water within
the pressure intensifying chambers 174 through the fluid
supplying outlets 150 and into the tube T. As shown,
forced movement of the incompressible water contained
in pressure intensifying chambers 174 into the tube T
causes an initial diametrical expansion of the tube T.
[0034] As shown in Fig. 7, pressure intensifying struc-
tures 110 continue to be forced inwardly toward one an-
other to displace the water in the pressure intensifying
chambers 174 and further dametrically expand the tube
T. The servo valves 46 and 62 remain open to permit
pressurized hydraulic fluid to continue to flow from pump
assembly 22 through hydraulic lines 44 and 56 to pres-
surize the intermediate chambers 170 of side ram as-
semblies 28 and 30. Fluid provided under pressure into
the intermediate chambers 170 causes the tube-end en-
gaging structures 36 and 38 to move longitudinally and
inwardly toward one another and against the opposite
ends of the tube T. Movement of the outer rams 36 and
38 in this fashion causes the metal material forming the
tube T (preferably steel) to flow along the length of the
tube so that the diameter of the tube can be expanded
in some areas by 10 % or greater, while the wall thick-
ness of the hydroformed tube T is maintained preferably
within ± 10 % of the wall thickness of the original tube
blank.
[0035] Most preferably, fluid pressure between 2,000
and 3,500 atmospheres is used to expand the tube. De-
pending upon the application, it may also be preferable
to utilize pressures between 2,000 and 10,000 atmos-
pheres, although even higher pressures can be used.
[0036] After the tube T is formed into the desired
shape, corresponding to the shape of the die cavity,
pump 22 ceases to pressurize fluid lines 42, 44, 54 and
56. Then valves 50 and 58 are opened to permit hydrau-
lic fluid flow under pressure from the hydraulic pump as-
sembly 22 through the fluid lines 40 and 52. As a result,
hydraulic fluid is provided under pressure to return
chambers 200 disposed forwardly of the flange portion
118 of the tube-end engaging structure 36 and 38 as
shown. Pressurization of the return chambers 200
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drives the tube-end engaging structure 36 and 38 out-
wardly within the respective ram housings 32 and 34 so
as to move the tube-end engaging structures 36 and 38
out of engagement with the opposite ends of the tube T,
as shown in Fig. 8.
[0037] As the tube-end engaging structures 36 and 38
are driven outwardly within the ram housings 32 and 34,
the flanges 118 engage the forwardly facing flange sur-
faces 168 of the pressure intensifying structures 110
and drive the pressure intensifying structures 110 out-
wardly. Eventually the pressure intensifying and tube-
end engaging structures reach their original positions,
as can be appreciated form a comparison between Figs.
3 and 8.
[0038] During this outward movement of the pressure
intensifying structures 110 and tube-end engaging
structures 36 and 38, the valves 48, 46, 60 and 62 are
open to permit back flow of hydraulic fluid into a hydrau-
lic fluid reservoir contained in the hydraulic pump as-
sembly 22.
[0039] After the tube-end engaging structure 36 and
38 are disengaged with the opposite ends of the tube T,
water remaining in the tube-end engaging structures
and the tube T is drained through the drain line 96 past
the open servo valve 98 and into the lower tank 90. The
water contained in the lower tank 90 is recycled to the
upper tank 80 through the return line 100 when the water
pump 102 is activated.
[0040] Advantageously, because the side ram as-
semblies 28 and 30 of the present invention employ
pressur intensifying structures 110 within tube-end en-
gaging structures 36 and 38, there is no need to provide
a separate, costly "intensifier" system for providing high
internal pressures to expand the tube. Such intensifiers
are normally required in high pressure hydroforming
systems (i.e., hydroforming systems that utilize hydrau-
lic expansion pressures greater than 2,000 atmos-
pheres), and heretofore have been particularly required
in high pressure hydroforming operations in which the
opposite ends of a tube are engaged and forced inward-
ly to effect metal material flow along the length of the
tube to replenish or maintain the wall thickness of the
tube during expansion thereof. Conventionally, intensi-
fiers have been used in conjunction with separate side
ram members that are used only to push the opposite
ends of the tube inwardly to effect the aforementioned
material flow.
[0041] The present invention accomplishes the same
desired function as a hydroforming system having the
conventional intensifier, but is much more cost-effective.
In the present invention, water is fed under relatively low
pressure, preferably by force of gravity (or a simple low
pressure circulation pump), to the side ram assemblies.
The side ram assemblies then utilize the same hydraulic
power source (e.g., hydraulic pump 22) to exert the
pressures that are required to expand the tube as well
as the pressures that are required to force the opposite
ends of the tube inwardly to retain the desired wall thick-

ness.
[0042] Another advantageous feature of the present
invention is the use of the same hydraulic pump 22, used
as aforementioned, to also apply the downward pres-
sure to the upper die portion 14 when the upper die por-
tion 14 is in its lowered position. The hydraulic pump 22
effects a downward force on the upper die portion 14 to
oppose the internal die cavity pressure during tube pres-
surization and thus retain the upper die portion 14 in the
lowered position. In addition, the final system is less
complex and less cumbersome than the conventional
system.
[0043] Referring now to Figs. 9-16, an enlarged partial
view of a second embodiment of a hydroforming system
is generally indicated at 220, in accordance with the
principles of the present invention. The preferred appa-
ratus is comprised of five main assemblies: a frame as-
sembly generally providing structural support and gen-
erally indicated at 222, an upper press assembly gen-
erally indicated at 224, a lower press assembly gener-
ally indicated at 226, a hydroforming die structure gen-
erally indicated at 228, and a hydraulic line assembly
generally indicated a 230.
[0044] Referring particularly to Fig. 9, the frame as-
sembly 222 includes a pair of press side frame members
232 depicted as parallel laterally spaced elongate ver-
tical members for mountin the upper press assembly
224 and lower press assembly 228. The upper ends of
the side frame members 232 have a crown plate 234
mounted across the tops thereof. The crown plate 234
serves as support for parts of the hydraulic fluid system,
to be described later.
[0045] The upper press assembly 224 is configured
as follows. A cylinder mount platen 236 is secured at its
ends to the press side frame members 232. Generally
centrally disposed on the cylinder mount platen 236 is
a ram cylinder 238 having a ram piston rod 240 that ex-
tends through a vertically disposed piston rod opening
242 in the cylinder mount platen 236. An upper portion
of the piston rod 240 has an expanded outer diameter
allowing the upper portion of the rod 240 to be disposed
in sliding sealed engangement with interior surface of
cylinder 238. A space defined by the upper portion of
the piston rod 240 and the interior surfaces of the cylin-
der 238 define an upper pressure chamber 244. The pis-
ton rod diameter below the described upper end portion
is slightly reduced and defines a lower pressure cham-
ber 246 between the cylindrical, outer surface of the rod
240 and interior surfaces of the cylinder 238. The lower
pressure chamber 246 is defined at its lower end by a
radially inwardly extending portion of the base of the cyl-
inder 238 and at ist upper end by the annular lower sur-
face of the larger diameter upper portion of the piston
rod 240. Fixedly secures to the lower end of the piston
rod 240 is a pressure ram 248. The pressure ram 248
extends horizontally and does not quite span the lateral
space between the two frame members 232.
[0046] The lower press assembly 226 includes a
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press bed 250, a right outrigger 252 fixedly secured to
the press bed 250 by a tie bolt 254, and a left outrigger
256 fixedly secured to the press bed 250 by means of
another tie bolt 254. The press bed 250 supports a lower
die half 260 and provides a foundation for other assem-
blies. The lower ends of the press side frame members
232 are securely fixed to the press bed 250 near the
opposite ends of the bed 250. Fixedly secured to the
lateral ends of the press bed and rising generally up-
wardly and laterally outwardly from the bed 250 are the
right outrigger 252 and left outrigger 256 that provide
support for hydraulically driven assemblies cylinders
274 and 292, which will be described below.
[0047] Referring further to the hydroforming system
220 embodied in Fig. 9, the die structure 228 (which is
enlarged in Fig. 16) is comprised of an upper die half
258 and a lower die half 260. Cylinders 274 and 292 are
mounted on the aforementioned left and right outrig-
gers. The die halves 258 and 260 have respective inter-
nal surfaces 264 and 270 that cooperate to define a die
cavity 262 that defines the size and shape into which a
tube blank is to be hydroformed. The top upper portion
of the upper die half 258 is fixedly to the bottom of the
press ram 248. The lower die half 260 is fixedly mounted
on the press bed 250.
[0048] The lower die half 260 is of the same general
size and shape as the upper die half 258, but its internal
die surface 264 is inverted relative to the lower die cavity
surface 270. Disposed in the upper and lower die halves
258 and 260 are upper and lower tool nests or clamping
structures 266 and 272 that cooperate to surroundingly
clamp the exterior surface of tube blank T near each of
its longitudinal ends and thereby secure the tube blank
within the closed die. A fluid inlet 273 is disposed in one
of the lower tool nests and will be described in greater
detail later. Disposed along the axis of the die cavity and
tool nests 266 and 272, and mounted beyond the press
side frame members 232 on the outriggers 252 and 256,
are a pair of hydraulically driven assemblies 274 and
292, aligned with said tube axis and directed toward the
ends of the tube blank T.
[0049] One of the cylinders 274, mounted on the left
outrigger 256, is a lateral push cylinder. This cylinder
274 consists of a front member 276 and a rear member
278 that are secured to the top surface of the left out-
rigger 256, and a cylindrical wall member 280 secured
between the front and rear members 276 and 278. The
front member 276 has a central opening allowing sliding,
sealed movement therethrough by a tube-end engaging
structure 282. The rear end 281 of the tube-end engag-
ing structure 282 is disposed withing the cylinder 274
and is of a diameter disposed in sliding sealed relation
with the inside surface of the cylindrical wall member
280. The more forward portions of the tube-end engag-
ing structure 282 are of less diameter than the described
rear end portion, creating a lateral cylinder chamber 284
defined by the exterior cylindrical side surfaces of tube-
end engaging structure 282, the cylindrical inside sur-

face of the cylindrical wall member 280, the annular in-
wardly facing surface of the back end 281 of the tube-
end engaging structure 282, and the annular rearwardly
facing interior surface of the front member 276 of the
cylinder 274. A rear pressurizing chamber 286 is defined
by the forwardly facing, interior surface of the rear mem-
ber 278 of the cylinder 274, the cylindrical wall member
280 and the back surface of the back end portion 281
of the tube-end engaging structure 282. These cham-
bers 284 and 286 communicate with hydraulic fluid
lines, as will be discussed. A front end portion of the
tube-end engaging structure 282 that protrudes beyond
the front member 276 of the cylinder 274 is of slightly
reduced diameter, and at the forward end of this front
portion of the piston rod is a tube engaging portion in
the form of a tapered nose section 288. The tapered
nose section 288 is constructed and arranged to be re-
ceived within the open end of a tube blank T to be hy-
droformed. The rearward portion of the tapered nose
section 288 preferably has a radially outwardly extend-
ing annular flange (not shown) which abuts against the
end edge of the tube blank T to enable nose section 288
to apply a substantial force against the tube end in the
longitudinal tube direction. A relatively fine bore defining
a fluid outlet 289 is formed through the nose section 288
and extends from an internal chamber 290 within the
inwardly extending portion of tube-end engaging struc-
ture 282 to communicate fluid from chamber 290 into
the tube blank T when the nose section 288 is engaged
in a sealed relation with the end of bank T.
[0050] On the opposite side of the hdroforming press
bed 250 and mounted securely to the top of the right
outrigger 252 is a hydraulically driven duplex cylinder
assembly 292. The duplex cylinder assembly 292 has
an inner wall 294 and an outer wall 296 fixed securely
to the right outrigger 252. A cylindrical wall member 298
secured between the inner wall 294 and outer wall 296
to define a cylinder chamber. Disposed within the inte-
rior of the duplex cylinder assembly 292 is a hydrauli-
cally driven pressure intensifying structure 300 and a hy-
draulically driven tube-end engaging structure 304. The
hydraulically driven pressure intensifying structure 300
has an outer end portion 299 disposed in slidingly
sealed relation with an interior surface of cylindrical wall
member 298 and a inwardly extending portion 303 hav-
ing a relatively reduced diameter. The reduced diameter
inwardly extending portion 303 of the pressure intensi-
fying structure 300 passes in slidingly saeled relation
through an opening formed in an annular cylinder divider
302 disposed about midway along the longitudinal axis
of the cylindrical wall member 298. The hydraulically
driven tube-end engaging structure 304 within the du-
plex cylinder assembly 292 is tubular and disposed in-
wardly of the cylinder divider 302. The tube-end engag-
ing structure 304 has a rear end portion 311 movable in
a slidably sealed relation with the inside surface of the
cylinder wall 298. A main longitudinal cylindrical sleeve
portion 309 having a reduced diameter extends inwardly
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through and moves in slidably sealed relation with an
opening formed in the inner wall 294. A tube-end engag-
ing portion in the form of a tapered nose portion 307 is
defined on the innermost end of the cylindrical sleeve
portion 309. The nose portion has a similar configuration
to nose portion 288 as previously described. The in-
wardly extending portion 303 of the pressure intensify-
ing structure 300, with high-pressure seals 301 secured
to its innermost end, is slidingly mounted within the cy-
lindrical sleeve 309 of the ram structure 304. Defined
inwardly of the high pressure seals 301 of the pressure
intensifying structure 300 and within the ram structure
304 is an intensifier fluid chamber 306.
[0051] The nose portion 307 has a relatively fine bore
defining a fluid outlet 308 formed therethrough extend-
ing inwardly from the intensifier chamber 306 and open-
ing through an innermost portion of the tapered nose
portion 307 to enable the chamber 306 to fluidly com-
municate with the adjacent end of tube blank T.
[0052] A pressurizing chamber 310 is defined be-
tween the rear end portion 299 of the hydraulically driv-
en pressure intensifying structure 300 and the outer wall
296 of the duplex cylinder 292. A return chamber 312 is
defined between the annular inwardly facing surface of
the outer end portion 299 of the pressure intensifying
structure 300 and the outwardly facing surface of the
cylinder divider 302. A tube-end engaging structure
pressure chamber 314 is formed between the inwardly
facing surface of the cylinder divider 302 and the out-
wardly facing surface of the outer end portion 311 of the
hydraulically driven tube-end engaging structure 304. A
tube-end engaging structure return chamber 316 is de-
fined around the cylindrical sleeve portion 309 of the
tube-end engaging structure 304 and the inner wall 294
of the duplex cylinder assembly 292. These chambers
have openings to fluid lines, as will be described below.
[0053] The hydroforming assembly 220 illustrated in
Figs. 9 to 16 includes a hydraulic line assembly 230 con-
sisting of fluid lines, reservoirs, pumps and valves, as
will be described in conjunction with the following de-
scription of operation of the invention.
[0054] Figs. 9 and 10 show the hydroforming die as-
sembly 228 in its open position. Referring particularly to
Fig. 10, in the open position, the press ram 248 and up-
per die half 258 are raised. Hydroforming fluid 318,
which is a combination of tap water and chemicals, is
stored in a lower reservoir filter tank 320. This tank 320
has a float valve 322 that is connected to a water /chem-
ical mixer via line 324 provided for evaporation and other
fluid loss makeup. The fluid 318 is pumped through line
326 by a tank motor/water pump 328 to an upper gravity
feed tank 330 which is mounted on the crown plate 234.
An upper tank outlet line 334 is connected to tank 330.
A shut-off valve 332 on line 334 is in the closed position
in Figs. 9 and 10, allowing the upper gravity feed tank
330 to be filled via line 326.
[0055] The hydroforming apparatus 220 includes a
hydraulic fluid reservoir 338 that stores hydraulic fluid

336, preferably oil. A single hydraulic power source in
the form of a high pressure hydraulic pump 340 draws
the hydraulic fluid 336 through line 342, and then pumps
the fluid 336 through line 344 to a control valve assembly
346 comprised of a plurality of valves (1-8). The valves
No. 2 to No. 8 are shown in their closed position in Fig.
10. After fluid 336 passes through the control valve as-
sembly 346, it returns to the hydraulic reservoir 338 via
line 344, allowing the hydraulic pump and motor 340 to
operate in a free wheel mode.
[0056] As stated previously, in Fig. 10 the press ram
248 is in the open or raised position and is supported by
the piston rod 240, ram cylinder 238 and the cylinder
mount platen 236. The piston rod 240 is held in ist raised
position by valve No. 1 being opened and hydraulic fluid
336 being pumped through line 348 into pressurizing
chamber 246 within the press ram cylinder 238. With the
upper die half 258 raised, the tube blank T can be posi-
tioned on the lower tool nests 272 of the lower die half
260.
[0057] In Fig. 11 it can be seen that the level of hydro-
forming fluid 350 in tank 330 has been increased in com-
parison with Fig. 10 as a result of fluid having been
pumped through line 326. Eventually, the float valve 352
in the upper gravity feed tank 330 shuts off the water
pump and motor 328 when the hydroforming fluid 350
has reached ist proper level. The hydraulic valve No. 1
of the control valve assembly 346 is a 3-way valve that
closes to hydraulic fluid flow and opens to depressurize
line 348. Also, opening valve No. 1 prevents hydraulic
back-pressure from building inside the chamber 246
during downward movement of the piston rod 240 by
permitting trapped hydraulic fluid in chamber 246 to
bleed back through line 348 and drain back to the hy-
draulic reservoir 338. Valve No. 2 opens to line 354 and
enables pump 340 to pressurize the upper chamber 244
of the press ram cylinder 238. The press ram piston rod
240 moves downwardly and forces the upper die half
258 closed to clamp the tube blank T between die halves
258, 260. The hydraulic pressure in chamber 244 of the
press ram cylinder 238 in maintained for the full hydro-
forming cycle until the tube is fully deformed.
[0058] In Fig. 12, the ram tube-end engaging structure
304 is activated by the opening of valve No. 7 to thereby
allow hydraulic fluid to pass inwardly through line 381
and pressurize the tube-end engaging pressure cham-
ber 314. This moves the tube-end engaging structure
304 toward one end of the tube blank T inside the closed
die halves 258 and 260 to seal off the end of the closed
die assembly while remaining spaced from the end on
the tube blank T. On the opposing side of the hydrofor-
ming system, the tube-end engaging structure 282 is ac-
tivated by opening valve No. 4 to allow hydraulic fluid to
flow through line 358 and into the pressurizing chamber
286. This forces the tube-end engaging structure 282
inwardly into the closed die halves 258 and 260 toward
the opposite end of tube blank T. The tube-end engaging
structure 282 moves forward to engage the inside diam-
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eter of the tube blank T with the tapered nose section
288 thereof and seal the adjacent end of the tube blank
T. At the top of the system, a valve 332 is opened and
allows the hydroforming fluid 350 to flow quickly through
line 334 under gravitational force form the gravity tank
330. The hydroforming fluid enters the closed die
through an inlet 273 and floods the interior of the tube
blank T internally. Subsequently, the tube-end engaging
structure 304 moves inwardly and the tapered nose por-
tion 307 engages the tube blank T to seal the hollow
interior thereof.
[0059] The water pump and motor 360 draws hydro-
forming fluid from the upper gravity tank 330 through line
362 and pumps it through a flex line 364 and a high pres-
sure close-out valve 366. The hydroforming fluid travels
into the intensifier chamber 306 from the close-out valve
366. It should be appreciated that in another preferred
embodiment, pump and motor 360 is omitted, and hy-
droforming fluid travels from tank 330 to chamber 306
under force of gravity. The fluid is forced under low pres-
sure from chamber 306 under force of gravity. The fluid
is forced under low pressure from chamber 306 into the
tube T through the fluid outlet 308 in the nose of the
tube-end engaging structure 304. The high pressure
seal 301 prevents the hydroforming fluid 350 from tank
330 from mixing with the hydraulic fluid 336 from tank
338. The hydroforming fluid that is forced through the
fluid outlet 308, increases the pressure inside the tube
blank T. This, in turn, evacuates or purges the air togeth-
er with fluid carrying air bubbles inside the tube blank T
through opening 289 of tube-end engaging structure
282. This mixture of fluid and air flows through the inter-
nal chamber 290 and into flexible high pressure hose
connection sections 370 and 371. The hydroforming
then passes through a high pressure close-out valve
372 and into the lower hydroforming fluid reservoir 320
via line 374. Valve Nor. 3 and 8 of the control valve as-
sembly 346 open to prevent any hydraulic back pres-
sure building inside chambers 316 and 284 of the right
and left lateral push cylinders, respectively.
[0060] In Fig. 13, the high pressure close-out valves
366 and 372 are closed after the air has been evacuated
from the inside of the tube blank T. Valve No. 5 opens
allowing high pressure hydraulic fluid to travel through
line 376 into the intensifier chamber 310. This forces the
intensifier piston rod 300 to extend into the intensifier
chamber 306, compressing the hydroforming fluid
through the opening 308 in the tube-end engaging lat-
eral piston rod 304 and inside the tube blank T. With the
high pressure close-out valves 366 and 372 closed, the
hydroforming fluid pressure is increased and begins
forcing the walls of the tube blank T outwardly toward
the die cavity surfaces 264 and 270. Valve No. 7 again
opens to supply pressure to the chamber 314 to forward-
ly force tube-end engaging piston rod 304. This forces
tube blank material T into the die cavity 262. The oppos-
ing tube-end engaging structure 282 moves forward
when valve No. 4 again supplies pressure to chamber

286 and forces the tube-end engaging structure 282 to
push tube blank material T into the die cavity 262. Forc-
ing the ends of tube blank T into the die cavity 262 cre-
ates flow of metal material inwardly so as to maintain
the wall thickness of the tube as it is expanded. The wall
thickness of the final part is preferably to remain within
± 10 % of the wall thickness of the original blank.
[0061] As can also be appreciated in Fig. 13, the op-
posing piston rods 304 and 282 continue to force tube
blank material into the die cavity 262 while the forward
portion 303 of intensifier piston rod 300 extends further
into the intensifier chamber 306. This increases the
pressure inside the intensifier chamber 306, forcing
more hydroforming fluid inside the tube blank T through
the opening 308 in the forward nose portion 307 of the
main piston rod 304. The hydroforming fluid within the
tube blank T reaches pressures of greater than 50,000
psi.
[0062] Referring to Fig. 14, the intensifier piston rod
300 continues to move forward until the tube blank T is
completely formed against the cavity surfaces 264 and
270 of the hydroforming die cavity through a preset pres-
sure. The lateral push on the ends of the tube blank T
is maintained until the final shape of the desired part 200
has been achieved. Fig. 14 shows the intensifier cham-
ber 306 reaching its preset pressure, meaning that the
hydroforming cycle is complete.
[0063] In Fig. 15, the intensifier piston rod 300 is re-
tracted by the closing of valve No. 5 and the opening of
valve No. 6 which forces hydraulic fluid into forward in-
tensifier chamber 312, removing the extreme high pres-
sure from the hydroforming fluid within the tube part. The
lateral opposing tube-end engaging structure 282 re-
tracts when valve No. 3 opens, permitting pump 340 to
pressurize line 378 and chamber 284 of the push cylin-
der 274. This causes the tapered nose section 288 of
the tube-end engaging structure 282 to move out of the
end of the tube blank T. Three-way valve No. 4 is opened
to depressurize line 358 and chamber 286 during retrac-
tion of tube-end engaging structure 282, so as to permit
hydraulic fluid from chamber 286 to drain through line
344 into tank 338. Corresponding events occur at the
opposite end of the tube blank T when valve No. 8 opens
and pressurizes line 380 and chamber 316 of the cylin-
der 292. This causes the piston rod 304 to retract and
remove the tapered surface 307 of the forward end of
the piston rod 304 from the end of the tube blank T. The
hydroforming fluid then drains from the tube blank T out
of the die and into a press bed catch tray 382 where it
is returned to the lower reservoir tank 320 through the
drain line 374. Three-way valve No. 7 is opened to per-
mit chamber 314 and line 381 to depressurize and drain
through line 344 into tank 338 during retraction of piston
304. Valve No. 1 is activated to connect pump 340 with
chamber 246 along line 348. Chamber 246 is pressu-
rized to retract the press ram cylinder rod 240. This rais-
es the press ram 248 and opens the die upper half 258,
allowing the finished part 200 (hydroforming from the
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tube blank T) to be removed. The gravity feed valve 332
closes, allowing hydroforming fluid to be pumped back
into the upper gravity feed tank 330 to start the next hy-
droforming cycle.
[0064] Fig. 16 provides an enlarged longitudinal sec-
tional view depicting the hydroforming operational stage
illustrated in Fig. 15, and more clearly shows the parts
of the die assembly 228. In Figs. 15 and 16, the part 200
has been formed and the die has been opened.
[0065] It should be appreciated that the present inven-
tion contemplates that the tube-end engaging structure
may comprise only a single tube-end forcing compo-
nent, with the opposing tube-end engaging component
being a fixed component. This is in contrast to the pre-
viously-described embodiments, where the tube-end
engaging structures comprise two moveable compo-
nents that move toward one another.
[0066] Similarly, the pressure intensifying structure
may provide high pressure fluid from only one end or
from both ends of the tube part.
[0067] The above-described invention reduces the in-
itial cost to purchase the hydroforming equipment by as
much as one-third. It also reduces operating and main-
tenance costs.
[0068] While the invention has been disclosed and
described with reference to a limited number of embod-
iments, it will be apparent that variations and modifica-
tions may be made therein without departure from the
scope of the invention according to the following claims.

Claims

1. An apparatus (10, 220) for hydroforming a tubular
metal blank (T) comprising:

a die structure (12, 228) having an internal die
surface defining a die cavity, said die cavity be-
ing constructed and arranged to receive the tu-
bular metal blank (T);

a hydraulically driven tube-end engaging struc-
ture (36, 38, 282, 304), constructed and ar-
ranged to engage and substantially seal oppo-
site ends of the tubular metal blank (T) in said
die cavity, said tube-end engaging structure
(36, 38, 282, 304) being movable to longitudi-
nally compress the tubular metal blank,

characterised in that
a hydroforming fluid source (80, 330) disposed
higher than said die cavity, and constructed and ar-
ranged to provide hydroforming fluid internally to
said tubular metal blank (T) under the force of grav-
ity;
said tube-end engaging structure (36, 38, 282, 304)
constructed and arranged to receive hydroforming
fluid from said hydroforming fluid source (80, 330)

and having a hydroforming fluid supplying outlet
through which hydroforming fluid can be provided
to an interior of the tubular metal blank (T);
and a hydraulically driven pressure intensifying
structure (110, 300) movable in response to hydrau-
lic fluid pressure to pressurise said hydroforming
fluid provided to the interior of the tubular metal
blank (T) and thereby expand a diameter of the
blank (T) until an exterior surface of the tubular met-
al blank (T) generally conforms to that of said inter-
nal die surface, said hydraulically driven tube-end
engaging structure (36, 38, 282, 304) being mova-
ble in response to hydraulic fluid pressure to enable
said tube-end engaging structure (36, 38, 282. 304)
to longitudinally compress the tubular metal blank
(T) and cause metal material of the diametrically ex-
panded tubular blank to flow longitudinally inwardly
in order to replenish a wall thickness of the diamet-
rically expanded tubular metal blank and maintain
the wall thickness thereof within a predetermined
range.

2. An apparatus according to claim 1 wherein said hy-
droforming fluid source (330) provides said hydro-
forming fluid through a first path (334) to fill said tu-
bular metal blank (T) prior to engagement of said
tube-end engaging structure (282, 304) with the op-
posite ends of said tubular metal blank (T), and
wherein said hydroforming fluid source (330) pro-
vides said hydroforming fluid through a second path
(362) different from said first path (334) to said tube-
end engaging structure (304) and through said fluid
supplying outlet into said tubular metal blank (T) af-
ter said tube-end engaging structure engages the
opposite ends of said tubular metal blank.

3. An apparatus according to claim 2 wherein said hy-
droforming fluid is forced through said first path
(334) and through said second path (362) under the
force of gravity.

4. An apparatus according to claim 3 wherein said
second path (362) comprises a pump (360) for fa-
cilitating flow of hydroforming fluid to said tube-end
engaging structure (304).

Patentansprüche

1. Vorrichtung (10, 220) zum Hydroverformen eines
rohrförmigen Metallrohteils (T), die aufweist:

eine Werkzeugeinrichtung (12, 228), die eine
innere Werkzeugfläche aufweist, welche einen
Werkzeughohlraum bildet, wobei der Werk-
zeughohlraum so aufgebaut und angeordnet
ist, dass er das rohrförmige Metallrohteil (T)
aufnimmt;
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eine hydraulisch angetriebene, an den Rohren-
den angreifende Einrichtung (36, 38, 282, 304),
die so aufgebaut und angeordnet ist, dass sie
an den entgegengesetzten Enden des rohrför-
migen Metallrohteils (T) in dem Werkzeughohl-
raum angreift und diese im Wesentlichen ab-
dichtet, wobei die an Rohrenden angreifende
Einrichtung (36, 38, 282, 304 beweglich ist, um
das rohrförmige Metallrohteil in Längsrichtung
zusammenzudrükken,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
eine Hydroformflüssigkeitsquelle (80, 330), die hö-
her als der Werkzeughohlraum angeordnet ist, und
so aufgebaut und angeordnet ist, dass dem rohrför-
migen Metallrohteil (T) innerlich Hydroformflüssig-
keit unter Schwerkraft zugeführt werden kann;
wobei die an den Rohrenden angreifende Einrich-
tung (36, 38, 282, 304) so aufgebaut und angeord-
net ist, dass sie Hydroformflüssigkeit von der Hy-
droformflüssigkeitsquelle (80, 330) aufnimmt, und
einen Hydrofromflüssigkeits-Zufuhrauslass auf-
weist, durch den Hydroformflüssigkeit einem Inne-
ren des rohrförmigen Metallrohteils (T) zur Verfü-
gung gestellt werden kann; und
eine hydraulisch angetriebene Druckverstärkungs-
einrichtung (110, 300), die als Reaktion auf den hy-
draulischen Flüssigkeitsdruck bewegt werden
kann, um die dem Inneren des rohrförmigen Metall-
rohteils (T) zur Verfügung gestellte Hydroformflüs-
sigkeit unter Druck zu setzen und hierdurch einen
Durchmesser des Rohteils (T) aufzuweiten, bis eine
Außenfläche des rohrförmigen Metallrohteils (T) im
Wesentlichen konform zur inneren Werkzeugfläche
ist, wobei die hydraulisch angetriebene, an den
Rohrenden angreifende Einrichtung (36, 38, 282,
304) beweglich ist in Reaktion auf den hydrauli-
schen Flüssigkeitsdruck, damit die an den Rohren-
den angreifende Einrichtung (36, 38, 282, 304) das
rohrförmige Metallrohteil (T) in Längsrichtung zu-
sammendrücken kann und Metallmaterial des in
Richtung des Durchmessers aufgeweiteten Rohtei-
les veranlasst, in Längsrichtung nach innen zu flie-
ßen, um eine Wandstärke des in Richtung Durch-
messer aufgeweiteten rohrförmigen Metallrohteils
aufzufüllen, und um dessen Wandstärke innerhalb
eines vorbestimmten Bereiches zu halten.

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, bei der die Hydro-
formflüssigkeitsquelle (330) Hydroformflüssigkeit
durch einen ersten Pfad (334) zur Verfügung stellt,
um den rohrförmigen Metallrohteil (T) zu füllen, be-
vor die an den Rohrenden angreifende Einrichtung
(282, 304) mit den gegenüberliegenden Enden des
rohrförmigen Metallrohteils (T) in Eingriff kommt,
und bei der die Hydroformflüssigkeitsquelle (330)
Hydroformflüssigkeit über einen zweiten, vom er-
sten Pfad (334) verschiedenen Pfad (362) der an

den Rohrenden angreifenden Einrichtung und
durch den Flüssigkeits-Zufuhrauslass in das rohr-
förmige Metallrohteil (T) zur Verfügung stellt, nach-
dem die an den Rohrenden angreifende Einrichtung
mit den entgegengesetzten Enden des rohrförmi-
gen Metallrohteils in Eingriff ist.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, bei der sich die Hy-
droformflüssigkeit unter Schwerkraft durch den er-
sten Pfad (334) und durch den zweiten Pfad (362)
bewegt.

4. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 3, bei der der zweite
Pfad (362) eine Pumpe (360) aufweist, um das Strö-
men der Hydroformflüssigkeit zu der die Rohrenden
angreifenden Einrichtung (304) zu erleichtern.

Revendications

1. Appareil (10, 220) permettant l'hydroformage d'une
ébauche métallique tubulaire (T) comprenant :

une structure de matrice (12, 228) ayant une
surface de matrice interne définissant une em-
preinte, ladite empreinte étant construite et
agencée pour recevoir l'ébauche métallique tu-
bulaire (T) ;
une structure d'engagement sur l'extrémité du
tube à entraînement hydraulique (36, 38, 282,
304), construite et agencée pour s'engager sur,
et assurer l'étanchéité des extrémités oppo-
sées de l'ébauche métallique tubulaire (T) dans
ladite empreinte, ladite structure d'engagement
sur l'extrémité du tube (36, 38, 282, 304) étant
mobile, afin de comprimer l'ébauche métallique
tubulaire (T) dans le sens de la longueur,

caractérisé en ce que
une source de fluide d'hydoformage (80, 330)

disposée plus haut que ladite empreinte, est cons-
truite et agencée pour fournir un fluide d'hydrofor-
mage intérieurement à ladite ébauche métallique
tubulaire (T) sous la force de la pesanteur ;

ladite structure d'engagement sur l'extrémité
du tube (36, 38, 282, 304) est construite et agencée
pour recevoir le fluide d'hydroformage provenant de
ladite source de fluide d'hydoformage (80, 330) et
présente un orifice de sortie délivrant le fluide d'hy-
droformage, lequel fluide d'hydroformage peut être
fourni à l'intérieur de l'ébauche métallique tubulaire
(T) ;

et une structure d'amplification de pression à
commande hydraulique (110, 300) qui peut se dé-
placer en réponse à une pression du fluide hydrau-
lique, afin de mettre sous pression ledit fluide d'hy-
droformage, fourni à l'intérieur de l'ébauche métal-
lique tubulaire (T) et ainsi dilater un diamètre de
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l'ébauche (T) jusqu'à ce qu'une surface extérieure
de l'ébauche métallique tubulaire (T) se conforme,
de manière générale, à celle de ladite surface de
matrice intérieure, ladite structure d'engagement
sur l'extrémité du tube à entraînement hydraulique
(36, 38, 282, 304) pouvant se déplacer en réponse
à une pression du fluide hydraulique afin de permet-
tre à ladite structure d'engagement sur l'extrémité
du tube (36, 38, 282, 304) de comprimer l'ébauche
métallique tubulaire (T) dans le sens de la longueur,
et de provoquer l'écoulement, vers l'intérieur, dans
le sens de la longueur, du métal de l'ébauche tubu-
laire dilatée diamétralement, afin de compléter une
épaisseur de paroi de l'ébauche métallique tubulai-
re dilatée diamétralement et de maintenir l'épais-
seur de paroi de celle-ci à l'intérieur d'une plage pré-
déterminée.

2. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite
source de fluide d'hydroformage (330) fournit ledit
fluide d'hydroformage par l'intermédiaire d'une pre-
mière voie de passage (334) afin de remplir ladite
ébauche métallique tubulaire (T) avant que ladite
structure d'engagement sur l'extrémité du tube
(282, 304) ne s'engage sur les extrémités opposées
de ladite ébauche métallique tubulaire (T), et dans
lequel ladite source de fluide d'hydroformage (330)
fournit ledit fluide d'hydroformage par l'intermédiai-
re d'une seconde voie de passage (362) différente
de ladite première voie de passage (334) jusqu'à
ladite structure d'engagement sur l'extrémité du tu-
be (304) et à travers ladite sortie délivrant le fluide
d'hydroformage à l'intérieur de ladite ébauche mé-
tallique tubulaire (T), après que ladite structure
d'engagement sur l'extrémité du tube a été engagée
sur les extrémités opposées de ladite ébauche mé-
tallique tubulaire.

3. Appareil selon la revendication 2, dans lequel ledit
fluide d'hydroformage est forcé de prendre la pre-
mière (334), et la seconde (362) voies de passage,
sous l'effet de la force de la pesanteur.

4. Appareil selon la revendication 3, dans lequel ladite
seconde voie de passage (362) comprend une
pompe (360) afin de faciliter l'écoulement du fluide
d'hydroformage vers ladite structure d'engagement
sur l'extrémité du tube (304).
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